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Job description

Pvt. Ltd.
THINK AND LEARN

(BYJU'S)
Learning

and Development Specialist

(L&Ds)

K-10 Segment
Mathematics
leading

We are one of the world's
milions fall in love

education-media-technology

with learning. We

growing

are

our

design

companies and

and

an

art-led

we are making

team of designers

interactions that
to develop magical
who can think both in the box and out of the box
we are the
the world "Think and Learn",
students learn, If you are passionate about making

help
right

place for you.
Roles and

Responsibilities

-

Teaching and clarifying the online

and offline academic

queries of the

students in

grades

4 to 10 on our learning platform.

Providing error-free step-by-step solutions to the questions raised

by

the

students.

Helping students to strengthen their understanding of the concepts of Mathematics

subject.

An ideal

candidateshould-

Have a passion for teaching and creating an impact in the field of education

.Have a strong subject knowledge in Mathematics for grades 4 to 10
.Impeccable communication skills (english) - verbal and written, camera facing skills
B e able to map theoretical knowledge to practical applications
B e a self-driven quick learner and show adaptahil ty to new concepts and tools
Show demonstrated ability
B e able to make

learning

to

multi-task and

think

creatively

easy for students from different

backgrounds and

of

different

cognitive abilities

Basic qualifications
An

undergraduate or postgraduate dorree

Science

Freshers and Experienced both can anl

E

C,

c/Dtech/Mtech)

in

the field

of

Location
This role is based in Bangalore. But under the current pandemic situation, we are operating
from remote locations.
Work from home until further notice.

Employment Type
Full-time

Compensation
The CTC for this role will be INR 4.75 LPA with a breakdown of fixed and variabled

ponents.

4LPA fixed and 75000/- variable. A detailed breakdown will be provided in your offer letter
once you are selected for the role.
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